In this paper, we present a named entity recognition model for Korean Language. Named entity recognition is an essential and important process of Question Answering and Information Extraction system. This paper proposes a HMM based named entity recognition using compound word construction principles. In Korean, above 60% of NE (Named-Entity) is a compound word.
Introduction
As the amount of information has been increased exponentially, it is very important task to find words like proper nouns, time and money expressions in the documents. Such needs give rise to Named Entity Recognition (NER). Named entity recognition is a classification and identification process of person, location, and organization name (PLO) or numerical expressions.
However, there are two main problems in NER.
First, Named Entity (NE) is included in an open word
class. Person, location, and organization names can be newly made by the human. Adding such words to dictionary is a very time consuming task and it is impossible to all NE to add a dictionary. Second, NE can be used as several NE types (ambiguity problem) . For example, "Paris " may be used as a person in the sentence "Paris was a prince of Troy." and used as a location in the following sentence "Paris is a capital city of France."
In the Korean NER, we must consider two main issues. First, the notable features of Korean is a few of orthographic property compared to English or Japanese. This causes difficulty in applying statistical methods in Korean NER. Second, there are many interword relationships and contextual relationships in the NE.
There are two main approaches in the NER such as a stochastic based and a rule based approach [3, Tree/List Model [5, 6] , and Hybrid Model [7] .
HMM based Korean Named Entity Recognition
Most of English NER systems used a statistics based approach and Korean systems used rules with a NE dictionary. Rule based NER system can achieve the proper performance with ease. But, in this system, rules are made by handcrafted. So, it is domain-specific and less portable. This means the rules must be modified according to the domain.
We investigated the structure of Korean NE and found combination principles of the NE. According to these principles, we classified nouns into 4 classes and recognized Korean NE. Our system included these principles in the Hidden Markov Model. In section 2, we describe the characteristics of Korean NE. Section 3 explains proposed model and section 4 shows an experimental result. Finally, conclusion and future works are presented in the section 5.
Characteristics of Korean Named Entity

Distributions of NE in Korean Documents
In Korean, several words are combined into and form a NE. Especially, location and organization names can be decomposed into many words. We analyzed 300 documents that are made up of economy articles (DS1), public performance articles (DS2), and web pages of trip guide (DS3). Table 1 shows the distributions of the NE.
And, we found that there are about 66% of NEs that can be decomposed into more than one morpheme and 14.4% of NEs more than 4 morphemes. Here is a Table 2 which shows the length of NEs in Korean. Also, we found that the part-of-speech (POS)
distributions of the NE's boundaries are as follows and detailed statistics will be examined further i n the next section.
-There are 32.1% and 36% of nouns in the front and back of NEs respectively.
-55.1% and 49.4% of them was directly related to the NER.
Classification of Nouns for NE Recognition
Above investigation means surrounding nouns in the NEs are very important clues to recognize a NE. Standing on this analysis result, we divided nouns into 4 groups by its role in the NER.
-Independent entity (IE), a noun that can be solely a NE.
-Constituent entity (CE), a noun that can not be solely a NE but can be combined with other nouns and forms a NE. For example, the company suffix is one of the CE class.
Ex1) Co., Soft, Electronics, … Ex2) "kong-sa" (public company),
-Adjacent entity (AE), a noun that can be occurred in front or back of the NE and indicates following or front words sequences can be a NE.
"Mr." and position titles are included in the AE class.
Ex1) Mr., CEO, vocalist, governor, district,
-No entity (NoE), a noun that is not an IE, CE or CE. Most of common nouns are included in this class.
Structural Regularity in NE
Most of NE has a structural regularity. Following combinations are possible structures of NE.
-IE, CE, and AE composed together and became an NE.
-Common noun or numeral noun is combined with SE 1 .
-Unknown words are combined with IE, CE, or AE.
In the rule-based system, above structures are represented by rules which are manually made. Table 3 is the structures of NE which are derived from training data. 
Named Entity Recognition Model
Supervised Learning Model
In this paper, we used a trigram in the learning phase. We 
In the NER, π is the probabilities of some NE type i's occurrence in the start of the sentence. π = {π i } is defined as follows: 
Features for NER
We only used two kinds of features. First is the combination of sub-entity and NE types for classification.
Second is the combination of status, sub-entity, and NE types for detection. 
Experimental results
We gathered about 68,000 person, 25,000 location, and 10,000 organization name for constructing an IE dictionary. Also, we have a CE dictionary with 92 location and 121 organization entries and AE with 114 person, 39 location and 33 organization entries. We evaluated our system with two different unseen data sets. Each data set is consisted of 10 articles.
Following table describes the results of our system. a NE. For example, "k u-lim (a picture)" may be a person name like "Grimm Brothers", or "gyeng-sang ( an ordinary in the economics term ordinary loss )" be used as a location -CE combination "kuk (a bureau)" is a CE word. But, all the words ended with a "kuk" are regarded as an organization name in our system. But, "kong-up-kuk ( an industrial country)" is not an ORG name.
These errors indicate that the system needs mutually exclusive word-level information. So, our future works included such works.
Conclusions
Previous works for Korean NER are mainly with rulebased methods. Such systems need a human-labored works for domain portability. For overcoming these problems, we proposed a machine learning based approach. We used the HMM with the compound word construction principles for classifying and detecting a NE.
The transition probability is calculated by the encoded trigram and observation probability is calculated by the lexical frequency of each entities NE from labeled training data. Experimental result shows that this method is a reasonable approach for Korean NER.
Our future works included the integration of classification and detection phase by learning trigram with a maximal information and extension of SE dictionary.
